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Mirvac: Sustainability - Making a difference in a down cycle 

It is clear that office markets over 2H CY20 weakened noticeably as economic activity slowed due to 

COVID-19 and people were forced to work from home. With vaccines likely to be rolled out over 

CY21, people will return to the office given the need for collaboration, productivity and cultural 

considerations. However, some of the change in the way people work will be permanent in our view. 

Technology today is just too good for this not to happen. Simply put, if every second person 

previously full time in the office works one day a week from home moving forward, the result, all 

else equal, is a 10% reduction in the demand for office space. Will it be 10% or 20%? We aren’t sure, 

but we are confident that there will be a material negative impact on demand for office space for at 

least the next two years versus CY18/CY19 levels. Pre pandemic, office markets had already peaked. 

COVID-19 has served to accelerate, deepen and will extend that down cycle. 

Net effective Sydney office rents fell by over 30% during the GFC and office valuations fell by 20-

25%. Given the nature of the GFC, credit conditions and some degree of forced selling contributed to 

the decline in valuations. Those conditions are not currently present and interest rates across the 

curve are significantly lower today versus during the GFC period.  This should see cap rates remain 

relatively firm, especially for the better assets in the market. 

However high vacancy rates due to lower demand for space (Sydney Dec 20 - 11.9%; Melbourne Dec 

20 - 13.2%) will mean net face rent growth will turn negative during CY21. Net effective rents have 

already fallen peak to trough (so far) 16% in Sydney and 8% in Melbourne. Sydney experienced 

278,000 sqm negative change in occupied space in CY20 (negative net absorption). Ongoing flexible 

working arrangements mean it is unlikely net absorption will be positive in CY21. We also note that 

office cycles are slow to play out. Peak to trough rent changes can take two to three years. The 

bottom of the current office cycle isn’t likely, in our view, until end CY22.    

Uneven impact on asset values 

The market impact of the dynamics described above will be quite uneven. Some assets will fall in 

value significantly, while others will likely hold their current valuations. In determining this, the 

answer to the following question is critical: In a down cycle, what office attributes matter the most?  

Pricing of secondary and prime assets has converged over the last ten years. We believe this will 

reverse over the next few years. Businesses will be keen to “entice” employees back into the office 

and landlords will look to help facilitate this. Secondary space will be at a distinct disadvantage. 

Businesses will view CBDs as still important with suburban assets offering few advantages over 

working from home. As a consequence we see suburban / secondary office assets underperforming.    

In current market conditions as a landlord you want prime, relatively new assets, a long dated 

average lease to expiry, strong and credible environmental characteristics (NABERS ratings is one 

measure as is net carbon emissions), be progressive and integrated in your sustainability approach, 

have access to capital and have had a conservative valuation approach (a conservative and sensible 

valuation approach of course goes to the broader sustainability approach and long-term-thinking 

culture of the organisation as well).  
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Tenants more likely to commit longer term to Mirvac 

Mirvac’s weighted average lease to expiry (WALE) is 6.5 years compared to Dexus at 4.3 years and 

the average of the major REITs (excluding Mirvac) of 4.2 years. Mirvac has 8% of its portfolio expiring 

in FY22 vs 14-16% for Dexus, GPT and Stockland. Mirvac has 7% expiring in FY23 vs 12-16% for DXS, 

GPT and Stockland. This is because of Mirvac’s newer portfolio (much of which is developed by 

Mirvac). 

MGR with longer WALE than other majors driven by longer dated leases 

 

 

Source: Company information, Macquarie 

Tenants are also clearly comfortable signing long term leases in Mirvac buildings. The outcome is 

greater earnings certainly ie less leases coming up for renewal in a down cycle. Its newer portfolio 

also means less maintenance capital expenditure and a lower level of tenant incentives. 

DXS / GPT / MGR - Comparison of (1)  Maintenance capex as % of portfolio, (2) Incentives paid as 

% of portfolio 

 

Source: Company information, Credit Suisse 
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We expect MGR’s overall tenant incentives to be below market levels (Market Dec 20: Sydney 30%, 

Melbourne 34%, Brisbane 38%, Perth 48%). For FY20 MGR sits at 19%. On a weighted average basis 

the market level of incentive for MGR’s portfolio is 33%. We expect MGR’s portfolio incentive level 

to reach around 25% in FY22 around ~10% pts below the market due to the quality of its portfolio. 

Sustainability culture 

After many meetings with multiple levels of Mirvac executives, it is clear to us that sustainability is 

central to the culture at the company. This is important because it means the company takes a 

sustainable approach to everything it does – the decisions it makes regarding its people and its 

customers, its impact on the communities in which it operates, the attributes of the assets it owns 

and develops and how it values those assets. 

As a consequence, we believe its office assets are conservatively valued in a sustainable way. Its 

assets are externally valued every two years effectively providing a buffer in down cycles.   

MGR has softer cap rates than CBD peers (less potential downside) 

 

 

Source: Company information, Macquarie 

Good NABERS Ratings 

Mirvac’s weighted average office NABERS Energy Ratings for completed assets is 4.9 stars. This 

places it in the top quartile in the NABERS Sustainable Portfolio Index 2020. Given this index includes 

only the better portfolios in the market, it is reasonable to assume Mirvac’s NABERS rating is in the 

top 10-20% of the market as a whole. It now has three 6 star assets, four 5.5 star assets and eight 5 

star assets. 

Mirvac is targeting to be net carbon positive by 2030. A new energy agreement reached in late 2019 

sees 70% of its office portfolio in NSW, ACT and Victoria (~90% of its total office portfolio) supplied 

with 100% renewable energy. Its carbon footprint was reduced by 60% as a result and outgoings 
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savings were made for tenants. Green Building Council of Australia has said that Green star-rated 

commercial buildings use over 50% less electricity and water than the average Australian building. 

This is important, not only to minimise Mirvac’s net impact on carbon emissions but to also provide 

positive benefits to tenants. Many users of office space have generally low net carbon emissions (e.g 

financial services, legal services and so on). Their office space is a major contributor to their net 

emissions. As businesses become more conscious of their overall impact on the environment they 

will be more active in choosing space owned by a landlord that is moving towards being net carbon 

neutral or positive. Over time we believe that governments and councils will increasingly legislate 

lower carbon emissions for large asset owners. The City of Sydney already has carbon emission 

targets with a significant contributor being large assets in the CBD. It isn’t difficult to see Energy 

Ratings and/or carbon emissions being an even more significant part of future approvals.   

Businesses will make positive choices when they are able to do so 

When office markets are strong, businesses have to take what office space is available so they can 

continue to operate. However, when markets are weak, there are more choices available enabling 

businesses to take into consideration the overall quality of amenity, including a building’s 

environmental credentials in addition to core considerations such as price, incentive and location.  In 

a market with high vacancy, tenants can pick and choose. This is where quality becomes increasingly 

important. This is the type of market we are likely to be in for CY21 and CY22. 

Better sustainability approach = valuation premium 

Mirvac’s office portfolio (40% of our pre debt NAV) has the positive characteristics we have 

discussed in this note and as a result we believe the peak to trough (June 2020 to Dec 2022) 

valuations will fall by significantly less than the market as a whole. We attribute this expected 

outperformance equally to Mirvac’s superior approach to sustainability (including having higher 

NABERS rated buildings with better amenity and a more conservative approach to valuation) with 

the balance due to its newer assets versus the market and longer WALE. These attributes in addition 

to its residential exposure and recovering retail portfolio see the company very well placed versus 

peers. 

Ethical Partners Funds Management holds Mirvac securities 
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only when this document is provided. Hence there can be no assurance that these statements or projections will be realised. Past performance is 
not indicative of future performance. 


